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Introduction
Teaching in a language revitalization context is not always about acquiring
an Indigenous or heritage language as a second language; sometimes it
is about awakening and strengthening the first language. Teachers of
Indigenous languages come to teaching either as a speaker or as a second
language learner. Our intention in writing this chapter is to present teaching
methods and strategies that will strengthen both types of teachers – to give
the reader a solid and meaningful understanding of how language learning
theories can serve teaching Indigenous languages. We will then present
various teaching methodologies and strategies that have come from these
theories to show what they look like in the classroom, at home and in the
community. The authors are Indigenous language teachers and learners in
the Pacific Northwest of the United States and in Finland, implementing
various teaching strategies in our communities, schools, and homes. Each
of us has years of experience learning an Indigenous language, and we
bring our insights in teaching language to this chapter.*
We begin the chapter with a broad overview of second language
acquisition research from the last fifty years. Here Lindsay Marean links
theories of second language acquisition and widely used methods of lan-
guage teaching to the specific context of language revitalization. We then
discuss, in a practical way, language learning theories and how they can
better inform Indigenous language teaching choices. We introduce second
language acquisition terminology that we then define in a real-world way
and support with case studies. This will help the reader to become familiar
with language learning situations and behaviors. Understanding these learn-
ing behaviors will help with teaching, creating lessons and materials, and
language assessment.
* This chapter represents decades of ongoing collaborations with Indigenous peoples. We offer
wholehearted thanks to all community members and coresearchers who have helped with these
projects over the years and who have contributed to this chapter.
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We then ground this research in teaching experiences, using case studies
from communities. The case studies we present are relevant to both first and
second language teaching and learning situations.1 Lindsay Marean dis-
cusses distance language study in Potawatomi, a Central Algonquian lan-
guage of North America, and the use of Can-Do Statements from the
National Council of State Supervisors for Languages – American Council
on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (NCSSFL-ACTFL) Benchmarks –
in Pahka’anil in central California. Zalmai Zahir then discusses teaching
and learning in language nests and reclaiming domains in the Lushootseed
language from the Puget Sound region of Washington state. Next Pyuwa
Bommelyn shares his experiences of teaching Tolowa Dee-ni’ from north-
ern coastal California. He discusses two teaching methods: Accelerated
Second Language Acquisition (ASLA) and reclaiming domains. Also
included in this section is a sketch of learning Tolowa Dee-ni’ using the
Master-Apprentice method, based on the experiences of Pyuwa’s father,
Loren Me-lash-ne’ Bommelyn. Pigga Keskitalo then discusses how Sámi
language and culture can meaningfully enhance education in the classroom,
citing an example of a classroom modeled after a goahti – a traditional Sámi
dwelling. Ruby Tuttle then looks at teaching language in a classroom at
home as opposed to at school, and discusses homeschooling activities and
strategies for elementary age learners in Tolowa Dee-ni’. Finally, Janne
Underriner ends the chapter by sharing ways that teachers who have limited
speaking fluency can teach lessons using rich language.
From Second Language Acquisition Theory to Indigenous
Language Revitalization Teaching Practices
Second Language Acquisition Research
During the last fifty years, the study of how language is acquired has
emerged and developed among those who are curious about human
language and how our discoveries can be applied to language teaching
and learning. Indigenous language activists often seek out applied
linguists to guide their work. In turn, applied linguists seek out lan-
guage practitioners to test their ideas and to gather information about
the experiences and needs of language teachers and learners. However,
Western science has a history of not valuing Indigenous ways of
1 We understand that in some of the case studies we use methodologies or assessment measures
that are US-centric (e.g. ACTFL below, for example). If our descriptions and use of them leave
the reader wondering, we have provided references to refer to, or you may contact us
with questions.
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knowing. Indigenous people likewise are often distrustful of recom-
mendations coming from colonizer institutions. In recent times, we
have seen calls for a ‘productive symbiosis’ between the two perspec-
tives, so that Western science and Indigenous ways of knowing can
inform each other in mutually beneficial ways.2
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Stephen Pit Corder3 and Larry
Selinker4 observed that second language learners are not making one-off
mistakes but are in fact fairly consistent in the sorts of errors they make
during the development of their second language. Consequently, research-
ers started investigating how learners process the language that they are
learning, and the role of cognition.5 Researchers looked at the importance
of language input,6 or the language that learners are exposed to; and
language output,7 the language that learners are able to produce/use and
its role in helping learners to notice errors that hinder their communication.
They also studied language interaction,8 or the way that speakers and
listeners convey meaning even when their communication breaks down.
This demonstrates the need for teachers to understand that making mistakes
is part of learning and that it is the teacher’s role to create lessons that
address natural learning errors.
If we look at the process of learning the past tense in English, we see that
first learners want to use the rule ‘add -ed (/d, t/) on all verbs’: walk –
walked; appear – appeared; is – ised; teach – teached; give – gived.9
Learners need many opportunities to hear and make errors so they can learn
that many of the most frequently used verbs in English do not in fact follow
this rule. In teaching and designing curriculum then, we need to offer
2 R. Kimmerer, R. LaPier, M. Nelson, and K. Whyte, ‘Let Our Indigenous Voices Be Heard’
(2017). www.esf.edu/indigenous-science-letter/Indigenous_Science_Declaration.pdf.
3 S. P. Corder, ‘The significance of learners’ errors’, IRAL: International Review of Applied
Linguistics in Language Teaching 5/4 (1967), 161–70.
4 L. Selinker, ‘Interlanguage’, IRAL: International Review of Applied Linguistics in Language
Teaching 10/3 (1972), 209–31.
5
‘Cognition is a term referring to the mental processes involved in gaining knowledge and
comprehension. These processes include thinking, knowing, remembering, judging and problem-
solving’ (www.verywellmind.com/what-is-cognition-2794982).
6 S. Krashen, ‘Some issues relating to the monitor model’, in H. Brown, C. Yorio, and R. Crymes
(eds.), On TESOL ’77. (Washington, DC: Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages,
1977), pp. 144–58.
7 M. Swain, ‘Communicative competence: Some roles of comprehensible input and comprehen-
sive output in its development’, in S. Gass and C. Madden (eds.), Input in Second Language
Acquisition (Rowley, MA: Newbury House, 1985), pp. 235–53.
8 M. H. Long, ‘The role of the linguistic environment in second language acquisition’, in W. C.
Ritchie and T. K. Bhatia (eds.), Handbook of Second Language Acquisition, Vol. 2 (New York:
Academic, 1996), pp. 413–68.
9 P. M. Lightbown and N. Spada, How Languages Are Learned, 4th ed. (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013).
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learners a rich language environment (and find ways to do this even if as a
teacher you are not fluent in the language; examples of how follow).
Teachers also need to provide sufficient time for learners to practise using
language, so that they can progress their learning through interacting in
the language.
In this new millennium, second language researchers have started paying
more attention to the diversity of people who are learning and teaching
languages and how their life experiences affect this process. This has been
called the ‘social turn’ in language acquisition research. Researchers are
looking at issues such as the relationship between second language know-
ledge and community membership, and how one’s sense of identity impacts
one’s use of a language. This is new and complicated territory for research-
ers. However, these are exactly the sorts of issues that some Indigenous
language activists navigate in communities that are recovering from histor-
ical trauma in a world that still favors settler colonialism. A teacher who
creates a thriving language learning environment considers such relation-
ships – integrating their knowledge of how learners acquire language with
teaching practices that best serve their learners. At the same time, they
reflect on how their own upbringing, traditional practices, language expos-
ure, and language learning experiences can support learner identity and
well-being.
Language Teaching and Learning Methods Overview
No single theory of second language acquisition fully accounts for all
aspects of language learning, yet each new perspective fills in gaps that are
unaddressed in previous theories. This growth is indicative of good
scientific inquiry. No single ‘best practice’ exists in language teaching
and learning methodology. Each approach has its own strengths and
weaknesses and the decision to employ an approach depends on the
particular context, taking into account community history, needs, and
desires. Some language activists seize on the first method that is presented
to them (or the one that they found helped them to learn a language) and
input ➔ output ➔ interaction ➔ adjust error ➔ move toward proficiency10
10 See S. M. Gass and A. Mackey, ‘Input, interaction and output: An overview’, AILA Review 19/1
(2006), 3–17.
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implement it without critical reflection and adaptation. However, it can be
more effective to step back from a method and consider its theoretical
assumptions and the context in which it was developed. From there,
activists can identify which aspects of the model are well matched to their
learners’ needs, as well as gaps that need to be addressed. It is necessary to
emphasize that regardless of the path that led them to language teaching
and learning, language activists have the greatest impact when they feel
equal to the researchers and practitioners that they learn with and from.
There are also practical challenges to teaching and learning a language
with limited learning materials and limited opportunities to speak it. These
are not necessarily accounted for by researchers, who typically work with
large languages such as English.
Some Methods
In this section, we describe some popular, currently used methods for
teaching and learning language.
immersion is often seen as an ideal model for learning Indigenous
languages. The simplest form of immersion is natural intergenerational
language transmission. We simply grow up speaking the language of our
caregivers as a first language. This is the form of language teaching and
Figure 15.1 A Manx picture dictionary. Photo by Justyna Olko
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learning that Indigenous communities used prior to the disruptions caused
by settler colonialism. Native communities have responded to the disrup-
tion of intergenerational transmission in a number of innovative ways.
Language nests, pioneered by the Māori, involve immersing young chil-
dren in a nurturing environment of Indigenous language and culture, often
involving elders and knowledge bearers in children’s lives. Pyuwa
Bommelyn (Case Study 4) shows ways to use language in a classroom-
nest setting.
Immersion is a life-long process, extending beyond early childhood.
Immersion schools continue or start the immersion process by educating
children in their Indigenous languages. In some cases, children come to
school already speaking their Indigenous language, and immersion schools
help them to develop specialized and academic language use. In other cases,
children’s first exposure to their Indigenous language is in school. For
adults, several approaches have had good results. The Advocates for
Indigenous California Language Survival pioneered the Master–
Apprentice model, in which an adult (or teenage) language learner is paired
with an older or more proficient speaker over a period of several years for
intensive one-on-one immersion sessions.11 The Nishnaabemwin Pane pro-
gram, offered through Bay Mills Community College in Michigan, runs
large-group adult immersion in a classroom-like setting. Proficient speakers
tell stories and perform skits in a low-stress, language-rich program.
Another promising direction is the emergence of language houses where
dedicated adults choose to live in a space entirely dedicated to Indigenous
language learning and use.12 A related approach is Zalmai Zahir’s13 method
of creating language nests within the home through a process of reclaiming
domains (see Case Study 3).
The grammar-translation method of language teaching has been
around for millennia. Learners study texts written or spoken by proficient
language speakers, they note key vocabulary and memorize it, and they
observe language patterns, especially the ways that nouns and verbs
behave. They also memorize charts of word forms to help translate from
one language to another with accuracy. In grammar-translation classes, the
original text is of great importance. Teachers and learners end up spending a
lot of time talking about the text and the language in it, and less time
speaking in the language or producing their own meaningful utterances.
11 L. Hinton, M. Vera, and N. Steele, How to Keep Your Language Alive: A Common Sense
Approach to One-on-One Language Learning (Berkeley, CA: Heyday Books, 2002).
12 M. K. S. Johnson, ‘Ax toowú át wudikeen, my spirit soars: Tlingit direct acquisition and co-
learning pilot project’, Language Documentation and Conservation 10 (2016), 306–36. https://
scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/handle/10125/24695/johnson.pdf.
13 Z. Zahir, ‘Language nesting in the home’, in L. Hinton, L. Huss, and G. Roche (eds.), The
Routledge Handbook of Language Revitalization (New York: Routledge, 2018), pp. 156–66.
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On the other hand, direct and audio-lingual methods prioritize use
of the target language at all times. Grammar is not directly taught. Instead
learners listen to and pronounce sentence after sentence after sentence. In
this way, they learn grammar rules through exposure and practice. Correct
pronunciation is emphasized, and students ‘overlearn’, practicing learned
phrases until they become automatic. Most language-learning apps that are
marketed today (such as Rosetta and Berlitz) make use of the direct method.
Similarly, many Indigenous language-learning apps are also based on these
approaches. The Ulpan method, popular for teaching Celtic languages, is an
example of the audio-lingual approach. The kinetic activities described in
Case Study 6 are also inspired by these methods.
In the world of ‘foreign’ language teaching, especially in the United
States and other Western countries, professional teachers are trained to
focus on language proficiency through a communicative or profi-
ciency-based approach. In this framework, students develop proficiency
by engaging in tasks that simulate real-life use of language and by
interacting with authentic materials in the target language. For example,
students might study a French-language map of the subway system in
Paris to figure out how to get from one place to another. They might
converse with other students to find out how many pets they have and
what their names are. Curriculum is often organized thematically, and it
follows the principle of backwards design, in which curriculum is
developed by first thinking about the proficiency goals and how to assess
them, and then what sorts of activities directly prepare students to meet
those goals. The ‘five step’ approach and pair activities mentioned in Case
Study 6 are examples of a communicative approach.
Another popular trend among language teachers is radically input-
based teaching. Lindsay uses this term to describe a collection of
approaches14 used by a growing number of teachers, which focus on
making language completely comprehensible to students. Students are only
expected to produce language voluntarily. Extensive reading to expose
learners to more language is often important in this approach. These
approaches are especially well suited for teachers who are themselves still
learning the Indigenous language but who nevertheless want to expose their
students to extensive language input, as described in Case Study 8.
Be Informed, Be Empowered
None of the above methods is perfect. There is no proven single best
practice in language teaching and learning. Rather, there are good practices,
14 Examples include Total Physical Response Storytelling (TRPS) and Comprehensible Input
(CI) approaches.
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and a good language teacher or program leader uses those that best fit the
local context. Immersion can produce second language speakers who sound
very similar to first language speakers and who are strong in their
Indigenous identity. However, such programs are resource-intensive and
rely on having teachers who are confident and proficient in their Indigenous
language. Also, if the Indigenous language is not used outside of schools,
that is, in the wider community and in learners’ homes, then language gains
can disappear as quickly as they came once students leave school.
Grammar-Translation may give students insights into language patterns
and the way that proficient users speak, and they make good use of the sort
of text collections that language activists frequently find in archives.
However, learners using this method are often unable to participate in basic
conversations because they have not had any practice with interpersonal
communication.
Direct methods can address community concerns about how one’s first
language, which is typically a colonizing language, affects the learner’s
second language use and becomes the new norm for the Indigenous
language in future generations. However, their reliance on repetition and
practice of provided language means that learners may not be able to
express original thoughts in their own words and with their unique voices.
Proficiency-based approaches offer a broad framework that makes it easy
for learners to see their progress, leading to greater retention in community
language programs. However, these approaches have not been used much
yet in Indigenous and endangered language contexts.
Heavily input-based approaches are especially good for adults who may
have a number of emotional barriers around their Indigenous language,
since they are not pressured to speak unless they want to. However, most
adults’ language goals include the ability to produce language, which is not
emphasized in these approaches.
In other words, every method has its own strengths and weaknesses.
Language activists must consider their own desires, the desires and
resources of their communities, and the traditional worldview and life-
ways that frame their language revitalization efforts. In conclusion, theor-
ies and methods of second language acquisition can really inform the
work of language revitalization and save us all time as we learn from those
who have come before us. In doing so, we must be unafraid to question
and challenge researchers and practitioners that we interact with. If you
have chosen to be an activist for your heritage language, you have already
navigated a complex universe of identity, loss, relationships, and rich
cultural knowledge. Your lived experience is irreplaceable and should
guide you as you decide how you will proceed with your language
activism.
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Figure 15.2 A Manx language class taught by Jonathan Ayres, Arbory
School, Isle of Man. Photo by Justyna Olko
Figure 15.3 Nahua children reading a pictorial dictionary.
Chicontepec, Mexico. Photo by Justyna Olko
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Case Studies
We turn now to eight case studies to illustrate on-the-ground practices for
first or second language teachers and learners of Indigenous languages.
Case Study 1 Lindsay Marean
Potawatomi Distance Learning and Workshops
Lindsay Marean is a language activist,15 who is both a learner of her commu-
nity’s language, Potawatomi, and a linguist working for the Tübatulabal com-
munity in California. In addition to her experience working on documentation
projects, such as a Potawatomi dictionary and corpus, she has also taught
Spanish in public schools, supervised preservice language teachers, and worked
to connect teachers with second language teaching and learning research projects
at the Center for Applied Second Language Studies. She says that, as an
Indigenous language activist, she has been lucky to meet and work with many
other language activists.
Every Monday night, Lindsay meets online with some fellow Potawatomi
people, and they use the grammar-translation method as they work through
recordings of their elders speaking Potawatomi. They look up words in
dictionaries or ask people who speak different regional varieties if they have
heard certain words before. They study verb prefixes and suffixes, and puzzle
over why certain discourse markers are used in different places. Lindsay
explains, ‘We have these wonderful recordings, we have curious adults who
are interested in how Potawatomi works, and I don’t have time to prepare any
formal lessons. I recognize that we aren’t developing our conversational skills or
learning to do things like pray before a meal when we dissect these texts, but we
are developing a feel for how our first language speakers use our language, and
we are gaining new insights into traditional Potawatomi ways of thinking as we
listen, line-by-line, to our elders sharing with us what they thought merited being
recorded in our language’.
In another case, Lindsay, who usually favors communicative approaches, chose
to use a radically input-based approach two years ago at an event hosted by the
Pokagon Band of Potawatomis. She rephrased an incident from Potawatomi history
into simple sentences and presented them one at time, followed by a prescribed set
of questions that first require with yes/no answers, then progress through either/or
answers, and end with more open-ended who/what/where/when type questions
15 Our use of the term ‘language activist’ includes both Indigenous and non-Indigenous individ-
uals from communities and academia, typically from the fields of theoretical and applied
linguistics, education, and other related areas, who bring a diversity of skills, training, and
interests in hands-on and theoretical practices in language revitalization, maintenance,
and documentation.
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Case Study 1 (cont.)
(this sequence is called ‘circling’). By the end of the week quite a few people in the
class could tell the entire anecdote in Potawatomi. Participants may not have
learned how to express their own original thoughts during the lessons that week,
but they reclaimed a little-known part of their history as part of an oral tradition that
they now share.
Case Study 2 Lindsay Marean – Can-Do Statements in Pahka’anil
In her work as a Practical Linguist for the members of the Tübatulabal Tribe in
California who are teaching their language, Pahka’anil, Lindsay uses a proficiency-
based approach for tracking language growth. She and the teachers she works with
are piloting the use of the NCSSFL-ACTFL Can-Do Statements,16 a set of
examples of what learners can be expected to do in their target language (for
example, can introduce him/herself and others and can ask and answer questions
about personal details), arranged by proficiency level (Novice, Intermediate,
Advanced, Superior, and Distinguished) and mode of communication (interpretive,
presentational, and interpersonal). Language teachers collect evidence of their
students’ language development and maintain language portfolios showcasing their
growth. This is one very small piece of what these teachers do in their work to carry
Pahka’anil on in future generations, and also one very small piece of what Lindsay
does as their linguist. However, their experience so far is that using language
portfolios aligned with the Can-Do Statements is helpful for guiding development
of curriculum and for setting goals for ongoing growth as Pahka’anil users.
Case Study 3 Zalmai Zahir
Lushootseed Language Nesting in the Home
Zalmai Zahir is of Sioux ancestry on his mother’s side and was raised by his mother
and Puyallup step-father. It was from them that he learned the importance of
language and culture. He began learning Lushootseed from his step-father at age
eleven and began teaching it in 1989. He also studied and apprenticed with
Lushootseed elder, scholar, and professor, Dr. Vi Hilbert. Using various teaching
methods over the years with limited success, Zalmai developed a methodology that
borrows from various approaches, including reclaiming domains and ‘language
nesting’. He has turned portions of his home into a Lushootseed language nest by
focusing on using language with specific activities, such as sweeping the floor,
16 www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/ncssfl-actfl-can-do-statements
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Case Study 3 (cont.)
making breakfast, and washing the dishes. Zalmai is reclaiming these activities as
Lushootseed domains within his home. He teaches and assists other learners and
language programs on how to use this approach.
Over the past thirty plus years we have seen that learning language in ‘nests’,
places where language is fostered and cared for as a parent cares for a child, places
where learning is nurtured and respected, has proven to produce fluent speakers.17
And, in particular, speakers of Indigenous languages who are using this model to
revitalize their languages are finding it vital to language use as it requires learners to
speak and converse on a regular basis. Zalmai defines two types of nests that exist
for language revitalization – a nest for children, and a nest for language. ‘A “nest
for children” is a physical location where the children are nested in the language.
This is the primary accepted definition by language revitalizationists. A “nest for
language” is a physical location where the language is nested, not the learners. It is
not limited to the involvement of children, and it can occur in the home.’18 Zalmai
broadens the definition of a language nest to a ‘place in the home, or the whole
home itself, where adult learners and speakers with or without children will use the
language. This can facilitate the growth of language use to several hours per day,
and it provides a means for language transmission to friends, family and children’.
It allows for activities of daily living to be ‘reclaimed’ in the language of the home.
As we will see in other case studies, language nesting can occur in locations in
and outside of the home. Wherever it occurs, the goal is to speak the Indigenous
language every time one is in that space. The dominant language is not allowed to
be spoken in language nests. When a physical space is created to specifically
support language use, learners have to speak the language. Teachers then create
learning materials for real-life activities and teaching occurs one activity at
a time.
For example, choose a room where you want to use the language. If you live in a
family or with friends, decide together which space you want to begin with. For
example, if you eat together, cook together, and use the kitchen to socialize,
consider beginning in the kitchen. Because the kitchen functions as a gathering
space, it supports the extended learning of friends and family. Many domains can be
reclaimed in the kitchen (we list a few below).
Activities to support learning in the kitchen:
(1) using the sink
(2) washing your hands
(3) cleaning the counter
(4) washing dishes
17 W. Wilson and K. Kamanā, ‘Mai Loko Mai O Ka ‘Iini: Proceeding from a dream: The Aha
Punana Leo connection in Hawaiian language revitalization’, in L. Hinton and K. Hale (eds.),
The Green Book of Language Revitalization in Practice (San Diego, CA: Academic Press,
2008), pp. 147–78.
18 Zahir, ‘Language nesting in the home’.
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Case Study 3 (cont.)
(5) putting away groceries
(6) making a sandwich
(7) making a cup of tea
(8) making coffee
(9) frying an egg
(10) boiling vegetables
Once you have an idea of the activities you want to reclaim, then the next step is
to identify the language phrases you will need and to teach them. We suggest you
begin with self-narration, saying aloud the words and phrases as you do each of the
actions. This will help you decide if the phrases you chose are relevant to the
activity, and it will help you to determine the ordering of the actions in the activity.
Additionally, this process reinforces language learning by physically doing what
you are learning. As a teacher you can see how these activities create a framework
for learning and how they contribute to building your kitchen curriculum.
Here is an example script to try if you want to reclaim the domain of washing
your hands.
(1) I turn on the water.
(2) (Now) I take the soap.
(3) I put it on my hands.
(4) I wash my hands.
(5) I rinse my hands.
(6) I turn off the water.
(7) I take the towel.
(8) I dry my hands.
Zalmai has found that if he is more prescriptive with the process, i.e. ‘Take this
activity and post it in your bathroom. Do it each time you wash your hands,
increasing your daily language use by five minutes per day’, learners have
better success.
If you need help coming up with the phrases you want to teach, you can go to
other speakers in your community. For communities who no longer have first
speakers, you can look at documented language materials such as texts, grammars
and dictionaries, or work with a linguist to gather words and phrases. These
sentences will grow as your lesson plans develop.
Here is a visual learning tip:
 Make labels writing the needed vocabulary and phrases on them.
– Write the names (nouns) of each object you want to learn
– Write the actions (verbs) you are wanting to learn
 Post names and phrases in areas of your home (or other places) where activities
will take place, so for this activity, in the kitchen.
– Use the labels to learn nouns.
– Use phrases to learn actions
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Case Study 3 (cont.)
Say the vocabulary and phrases aloud as you are doing the actions and teaching
them. Record them on your phone and listen to them during the day. Ask your
students to do the same in their homes. The key for all activities is using the
language.
Case Study 4 Loren Me-lash-ne’ Bommelyn
Master-Apprentice Language Learning Model
Loren Me’-lash-ne Bommelyn is Tolowa, Karuk, and Wintu and is a tradition
bearer for the Tolowa tribe. He has dedicated himself to preserving traditional
songs, language, and basketry. He is the foremost ceremonial leader of the tribe,
and its most prolific basketweaver. Me’-lash-ne is an enrolled member of the
federally recognized Tolowa Dee-ni’. His mother, Eunice Bommelyn, was a prom-
inent first speaker of the Tolowa Dee-ni’ language, an Athabaskan language spoken
in coastal Northern California, at Crescent City and Smith River, and a cultural
advocate. Me’-lash-ne is a fluent speaker of the Tolowa Dee-ni’ language and
taught for over thirty years as a Tolowa high-school language teacher in Crescent
City, California.
From the time Me-lash-ne’ was a child he wanted to know everything there was
about plants. It was his dream to be an ethno-botanist and horticulturist. Also, he
was curious about his family’s language, Tolowa Dee-ni’, as his mother was a
speaker. He would go with her to visit elders and family and listen to them as they
spoke. He would practice and put to use the language he learned. His interest in
plants and language was known in the community, and he would ask many
questions of his elders on these visits.
One of the learning strategies Me-lash-ne’ used when walking to school, or to
family and friends’ homes, or to anywhere really, was that when looking at an
object, he would replace the English word for the Tolowa Dee-ni’ word, and over
time he saw his environment through Tolowa Dee-ni’ eyes.
Me-lash-ne’ studied traditional dance and song with an elder and through these
teachings he created his own songs in Tolowa Dee-ni’ to which dancers dance
today. For everything Me-lash-ne’ wanted to learn and know about, he found an
elder to teach him, to apprentice with. It was in this way that he learned Tolowa
Dee-ni’, and now as a master himself, learners apprentice with him. The essence of
this teaching/learning method is to immerse oneself with the language in an envir-
onment with an elder, relying on the environment and one’s curiosity to guide
learning.19
19 Hinton et al., How to Keep Your Language Alive.
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Case Study 5 Pyuwa Bommelyn
Tolowa Dee-ni’ Programs and Teaching Strategies
Pyuwa Bommelyn is a Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation tribal member and a second lan-
guage speaker of Tolowa Dee-ni’. He is the son of Loren Me-lash-ne’ and Lena
Bommelyn, and grandson of Eunice Bommelyn. Me-lash-ne’ and Lena raised their
three children in the Tolowa Dee-ni’ language, with Me-lash-ne’ speaking to his
children, and now grandchildren, primarily in Tolowa Dee-ni’. Because of this,
Pyuwa and his wife Ruby Tuttle are able to raise their three children in Tolowa Dee-
ni’. Ruby teaches their children at home (homeschools) providing an education rich
in language, culture, and academics.
In this section we share different teaching methods of Tolowa Dee-ni’ in early
education, home, high school, and community language programs that serve three-
year olds to seniors (60+ years).
Accelerated Second Language Acquisition
The Accelerated Second Language Acquisition (ASLA) approach, attributed to
Dr. Stephen Greymorning (Neyooxet), is used in community and high-school
classrooms.
ASLA teaching goals first target ‘imprinting’ nouns and verbs (the heart of the
language), using concrete examples in the language. Once learners can use these
with each other, they move onto the more abstract parts of the language, such as
descriptors, adverbials, and classifiers, for example. Verbs are kept in the first and
second person singular form most of the time to make learning more tangible.
Depending upon what class it is, Tolowa Dee-ni’ teachers make their own
teaching materials (language learning skill sets) which they call ‘Indintivities’.
Activities include Total Physical Response commands to support learners doing
the motions they are learning, providing a kinesthetic input to learning. Once
learners are familiar with the vocabulary, pair and group learning activities focus
on using the vocabulary in specific domains. For example, in a lesson on Vine tea
learners work on associated nouns, verbs of actions, and commands on plant
identification: where the plant is located; when and how it is gathered and pro-
cessed; why it is used; and its health benefits. This learning includes cultural
knowledge about what one needs to know before picking the plant.
ASLA Learning in Domains – Reclaiming the Language of Place
As seen above with Vine tea, ASLA learning techniques can be used to reclaim
domains and to bring language into daily life in specific spaces where it had not
been used for some time. Here are some examples of developing language fluency
within specific domains using ASLA strategies.
Classroom – In the classroom, young children learn to respond to and ask phrases
like: come and sit at the circle; please set the table; would you like some milk?; time
to brush teeth; I have to go to the bathroom; will you be my partner?; time to clean up.
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Case Study 5 (cont.)
Home – learners learn vocabulary related to cooking a meal, beginning with a
scripted conversation until enough language is learned to be conversational.
Community – In the community, a cultural location can act as a domain – a
particular place on the reservation tied to a traditional lifeway. An example for the
Tolowa Dee-ni’ is the place where smelt fish are found. Fish are caught with a net
and are then dried on the beach. Prior to learners fishing at the beach, teachers will
teach vocabulary and phrases in the classroom. They will teach the cultural
traditions of smelt fishing and drying so learners are better prepared to do the
activities in the language. Once learners are at fish camp, this language will be used
as they fish, prepare, and dry the fish.
High School – Teaching at the high school provides the most consistent learning
environment. Students can take two years of daily Tolowa Dee-ni’ classes for credit
at the local high school, Del Norte High School (DNHS), taught by Guylish
Bommelyn. This structure provides a framework for successful learning in contrast
to the weekly community classes that have varying levels of attendance and thus
pose a challenge to consistent learning. At the beginning of the year, Guylish gives
students a survey, asking them to identify their learning interests. From this he plans
lessons in the domains that students suggest. Initial lessons taught using ASLA
include nouns, adjectives, and verbs, including commands. Additionally, he uses
games, and incorporates body movement to learn Tolowa Dee-ni’ verbs.
For example, ‘ice cream’ was identified as a domain that students wanted to
learn. Guylish brings ice cream into the classroom using language to: (a) ask for ice
cream, (b) explain how to get the ice cream out of the container; (c) give ice cream
to classmates/each other; (d) describe the taste; and (e) discuss likes and dislikes.
Language domains change throughout the year.
Pole fishing is another example. There are Tolowa Dee-ni’ words for fish, pole
fishing, stream, and hook, but not words for bobber, weight, spool. Thus, new
vocabulary is needed for these domains. So teachers look at how nouns are formed
and come up with a new word based on this same pattern so that learners can use the
language longer in the domain for longer. Then learners can talk about ‘catching a
fish, reeling it in, and attaching a weight’; all the actions needed for pole fishing.
Videos of this particular unit have been created, and lessons are posted on
Instagram that are linked to the Tolowa Dee-ni’ Language Program’s Facebook
page and the Tribe’s website for tribal members to access when wanting to integrate
language into their activities.
Language in the Home Program
The Tolowa Dee-Nation’s Language Program implemented a language in the home
program over three years ago. Families are required to commit to learning Tolowa
Dee-ni’ for at least one year. To begin with, a pre- and exit assessment on each
family’s general attitude toward learning the language was created and used to
design the year of Tolowa Dee-ni’ lessons, which provides a benchmark of what
families learn in the year. The first part of the program engaged families in
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Case Study 5 (cont.)
discussing their language learning attitudes. A Tolowa Dee-ni’ teacher goes to a
home to talk about language barriers, asking, for example, ‘What are the
barriers to family language learning; How does it make you feel learning
language now?’
Families received a visit once a week from a Tolowa Dee-ni’ language teacher.
Tolowa Dee‑ni’ materials were made for that home by the language teacher, and
families were taught how to use the materials for meaningful language learning in
their home. Each family had a language quota (how much Tolowa Dee-ni’ language
they can/want to learn in a year). The Tolowa Dee-ni’ teacher and family members
then talk about what is realistic for them and language learning techniques. The
Māori language program philosophy and the questions the Māori use to learn
language are used as a guide for family learning. The Language in the Home
program has been successful for five families. An important aspect for the families
is that they need to set their own goals and be responsible for their own learning.
This is emphasized throughout the year.
Some Closing Remarks
The point of learning the language of many domains, and why the Tolowa
Language Program emphasizes language use and creating new words, is that they
want learners to use language on a daily basis. They support learners to use
‘everyday’ speech. What strategies are used to support this? Extending immersion
times in the classroom; learning in domains; building up language so learners can
stay in the language and use it for longer periods of time; working on language
attitudes in the community because any negativity impedes language learning; and
sharing the language to accommodate Tolowa sister language varieties to be
inclusive of how all folks learned to say things.
Case Study 6 Ruby Tuttle
Tolowa Dee-ni’ as the Language of Homeschooling
Ruby Tuttle (Yurok/Yuki/Maidu/Karuk) and Pyuwa Bommelyn began schooling
their children at home (homeschooling) in the language of their family, Tolowa
Dee-ni’, in 2013. Ruby and Pyuwa made the decision prior to the birth of their
children that they would raise their children in Tolowa Dee-ni’. And as the
children grew and decisions needed to be made about how they would be
educated, it became apparent that if the children were to be speakers of Tolowa
Dee-ni’, sending them to schools where English was the medium of educating
was not an option. Schooling then extended the children’s Tolowa Dee-ni’
language and cultural foundation and identity to embrace academic learning in
their home.
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Case Study 6 (cont.)
Homeschooling Teaching Strategies
The homeschooling space serves multiple functions. It is a language nest for early
Tolowa Dee-ni’ learners and for adult learner-teachers, and it is a lab to pilot and
test developing elementary Tolowa Dee-ni’ curriculum. Homeschooling demands
that teachers are skilled in numerous language immersion methods, and in deter-
mining which strategy or activity to use in any given situation. One needs to be able
to have a cache of lessons or activities that will engage students as their attention
moves from one thing to the next. Ruby notes that she uses every method she knows
about that promotes talking Tolowa Dee-ni’.
New vocabulary is introduced using ASLA language sets, then, to reinforce
language use, Ruby uses immersion language teaching strategies. She reinforces
learning with the 'five steps' where she introduces language to be learned, asks
learners to listen as she says it, and then she asks learners to mimic her, putting off
independent production until the end of the lesson. Ruby emphasizes that if you
expect learners to speak too soon it sets up disappointment when they are unable to
follow through.
Ruby and Pyuwa teach their children to be autonomous learners. One way is
through using the Tolowa Dee-ni’ dictionary. Another way is using a word wall on
which the children write a word in English that they want to know in Dee-ni’, and
Ruby or Pyuwa add the Tolowa Dee-ni’ word next to it.
Teaching Activities
Ruby stresses learning through pair activities, where the children work together to
find solutions to language ‘problems’, and through kinetic learning.
Kinetic Activities – Children Learn through Movement
 taping a vocabulary word to a bowling pin. The children have to say the word on
the pin as they roll the ball to knock the pin down;
 beachball volley. Here the children throw a beachball (or other soft ball) back and
forth to each other, saying the word taped to the ball. Two balls can be thrown at
the same time, one ball with a noun taped to it and the other a verb;
 an addition to volleying two balls after learning the words on each ball, is making
a sentence using the two words.
Drawing – Ruby emphasizes that children need to take ownership of the lan-
guage they are learning and, as a teacher, she needs to support them in that. She has
had success with activities that allow children to create pictures and drawings with
the language that they know.
The penny game – The Baldwin family created this game when their children
were learning the Miami language. It positively reinforces language learning and
use, and Ruby and Pyuwa have adapted it to learning Tolowa Dee-ni’. It goes like
this: when you 'catch' someone using a Tolowa Dee-ni’ word, you give them a
penny for using the word. It helps children recognize that what they are doing is a
good thing and good things come from what they are learning. It also gets a little
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Case Study 6 (cont.)
competitive and the children will inquire how to say new words so they can say
them and add pennies to their jars.
Some Thoughts
Ruby stresses that being consistent in how one teaches and not giving up are two of
the most important elements of teaching. The grind of creating curriculum and
making sure you are meeting your own cultural standards as well as school
standards can be demotivating, making you feel like you are not doing enough.
Ruby reminds us that the biggest thing is to just keep going. When she feels she is
losing motivation for teaching, she goes back to her own motivation goals for
learning and teaching Tolowa Dee-ni’. She asks, ‘What is my motivation for doing
this in the first place?’ And she answers, ‘Someone sacrificed for me to be here.
Hearing the children using the language. Seeing them speaking to each other.’
Those are some of the personal motivations that keep her going.
In summary, you have to think about what motivates you from within. If your
reasons for doing it are your own, if they come from within you, they will
remotivate you to start again and continue the language work.
Case Study 7 Pigga Keskitalo
Realizing Sámi Culturally Meaningful Education in the Classroom
Pigga Keskitalo is of Sámi origin, born in Finland in a small village in Nuorgam.
She lived next to her grandmother’s farm, with extended family living nearby. She
learned Sámi at home as both her parents were Sámi speaking. Ville Ásllat Piggá is
her Sámi name according to her father’s father and means ‘daughter Piggá of Aslak
of Ville’.
During her studies and her work in pre- and in-service teacher education, she
has been interested in developing an Indigenous schooling system. Discussions
with students and classroom teachers have focused on the need to organize
teaching in a culturally meaningful way, and how to teach students so that they
understand and can practice cultural traditions. An example of cultural traditions
taught to primary school pupils includes smoking meat – here traditional
knowledge is used to teach Sámi language concepts, and academic content about
the physics of smoking meat.
We see that in ideal circumstances, successful teaching and Sámi learning are
based on the values of the surrounding community,20 which considers the elements
of Sámi cultural well-being. Culturally sensitive teaching is achieved when Sámi
20 E. R. Hollins, ‘Foreword’, in T. H. Kohl (ed.), Culture in School Learning: Revealing the Deep
Meaning (New York, NY: Routledge, 2008), pp. xi–xii.
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Case Study 7 (cont.)
education is grounded on the Sámi concepts of place, time, and knowledge.21 In the
old culture, the concept of time was sun-centered and bound to observing the
nature. The Sámi conception of space is not bound to square feet, rather it is
circular.22 Sámi reindeer herding, like many other traditional livelihoods, is an
example of how these concepts influence life, as herders function according to
time-honored environmental practices that require ‘flexible’ thinking, meaning
one’s ability to respond to one’s immediate environment.
Sámi Dwelling Place – Goahti
In teaching arrangements, the Sámi conception of space would lead to a wider
place of learning than the classroom. Information that pupils need also exists
outside the school walls. The traditional Sámi dwelling place goahti is one
example. The inner organization of the goahti can be applied to classroom
organization, creating a more traditional Sámi school setting. A goahti has
several physical areas where various tasks take place, with different people
carrying out each task. When applied in a classroom, for example, a teacher
could set up various teaching areas with individual tasks for student learning.
The classroom would be divided into ‘posts’ with various work tasks that could
be cultural and academic in nature, thereby transforming the usual classroom
organization into one that represented a goahti, both physically and culturally.
Widening hyper-traditional approaches may include teachers, elders, and others
introducing new vocabulary. Sámi immersive teaching methods include doing
traditional activities while using the language, like fishing and preparing food. In
addition, suburban challenges are included, like taking into account the chal-
lenges of Indigenous peoples in suburban areas.
Case Study 8 Janne Underriner – When Full Immersion Is Not an
Option in the Classroom What Can You Do to Stay in the Language?
Janne Underriner is a teacher of Chinuk Wawa, an Indigenous creole language of
the Pacific Northwest.
We have seen in this chapter examples from teachers using language-learning
strategies that support speaking Indigenous language in various contexts. Their
common goal is to have learners using the language in daily settings outside of the
21 P. Keskitalo, ‘Saamelaiskoulun kulttuurisensitiivisyyttä etsimässä kasvatusantropologian kei-
noin’ [Searching cultural sensitivity of Sámi School], Dieđut 1 (Guovdageaidnu: Sámi allas-
kuvla); P. Keskitalo, K. Määttä, and S. Uusiautti, ‘Toward the practical framework of Sámi
education’, British Journal of Educational Research 1/2 (2011), 84–106.
22 P. Fjellström, Samernas samhälle. I tradition och nutid [Society of the Sámi people, In tradition
and today] (Stockholm: Norstedt & Söners Förlag, 1985).
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Case Study 8 (cont.)
classroom; engaged in day-to-day communication in the Indigenous language. In
the Pacific Northwest, where for most communities it is not possible to provide
language-rich learning environments with first language speakers, teaching lan-
guage can be as much about strengthening learner’s self-esteem and providing a
heightened awareness of culture, place, and history as it is about teaching language.
Teaching may focus more on learning vocabulary and phrases for situations of
cultural relevance through stories and song; teaching words and phrases that are
used in religious ceremonies or while gathering food; or learning how to count
living things from nonliving things.
For many Pacific Northwest Indigenous language teachers, teaching within a
traditional immersion model where learning occurs for a day or half-day in the
Indigenous language is not realistic. As we saw earlier, immersion teaching requires
a high degree of fluency; higher than many teachers in this area have, so teachers are
working to incorporate immersion teaching into their classrooms by presenting
limited topics in which they have the ability to teach in the language for short
periods of time. In the Pacific Northwest, most language teachers are typically
language learners, younger adults who have a strong commitment to their language.
Their challenge is to keep at least a step ahead of their students, providing a
language-rich classroom environment within their own level of proficiency.
Hinton suggests that a teacher who is learning her own language while she is
teaching it focus on learning various components of a lesson. If a teacher learns
the lesson elements – not only the new and review material presented in the lesson
but also greetings, classroom management vocabulary, and informal patter – she
can have an immersion classroom.23
The benefits of using immersion techniques for a shorter time are available to less
than fully fluent teachers. In these situations, immersion teaching calls for a strategy
of beginning with using the Indigenous language in five, ten, fifteen-minute inter-
vals and increasing from there. Teachers can use specific activities to stretch what
they do know, for example, counting from 1 to 10 could be a ten-minute activity
that maintained student’s interest throughout with song, humor, and physical
movements. Or teaching about spring foods (roots) can include a traditional story
taught in the dominant language using the Indigenous words for roots, colors,
season, and place names. Learners can then use the language that they have learned
in the classroom at their community celebrations and when they are root digging in
their traditional gathering places. This teaching strategy nurtures authentic language
use in everyday communication and traditional practices, meaning that it has
immediate application for learners in their community.
23 L. Hinton, ‘How to teach when the teacher isn’t fluent’, in J. Reyner, O. V. Trujillo, R. L.
Carrasco, and L. Lockard (eds.), Nurturing Native Languages (Flagstaff: Northern Arizona
University, 2003), pp. 79–92.
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Some Concluding Words
Our goal in writing this chapter was to share teaching methods and strat-
egies that support language use. The hands-on activities highlighted show
how learning can be accessible and support language use in daily life. Our
experience has shown us that these activities motivate learning, bridge
classroom and home learning, and bring language use into the community.
We hope you will try these activities and that they enrich your teaching, and
that, ultimately, you will experience similar results. Please feel free to
contact any one of us.
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Larry L. Kimura
15.1 Ka Hoʻōla ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi I O Nā Kula: Hawaiian Language
Revitalization through Schooling
Hawaiian revitalization efforts currently focus on Hawaiian-medium education as
an effective framework to reverse the demise of the marginalized Indigenous
Hawaiian language and cultural identity. Using the Native Hawaiian language as
the medium of education began with the founding of the ʻAha Pūnana Leo in 1983,
a nonprofit education organization that established its first preschools in
1984–1985 for children aged three to five. These schools continue until today
and are conducted five days a week throughout the school year, from 7:00 AM to
4:00 PM, where Hawaiian is the only language heard while education takes place.
The ʻAha Pūnana Leo preschool children served as the impetus for the first
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Hawaiʻi24 Department of Education’s Hawaiian Language Immersion Program,
started in 1987. Currently there are twenty-four Hawaiian immersion school sites in
the Hawaiian Islands. In 2019 the Hawaiʻi public schools Hawaiian immersion
program graduated its twentieth consecutive preschool (three to five years old)
through twelfth grade high school (sixteen to seventeen years old), or P-12
Hawaiian immersion class since the first such Hawaiian immersion graduation
cycle was achieved in 1999.
The term ‘Hawaiian immersion’ is now moving into ‘Hawaiian-medium’ educa-
tion, where Hawaiʻi’s Indigenous language is more than just a ‘novel’ way of
‘immersing’ a child in a foreign language separate from a country’s mainstream
language to conduct a child’s education. Hawaiian medium education utilizes the
endangered, unconventional Native Hawaiian language totally as the language of
instruction, interweaving the Indigenous Hawaiian cultural identity and rendering
the Hawaiian language as the Hawaiian foundation to engage the world. This
Hawaiian medium education philosophy establishes its own conventions of educa-
tion, and in the case of Hawaiʻi, also achieving the educational standards of a
mainstream English society.25
Currently, the Hawaiian Language College, Ka Haka ʻUla O Keʻelikōlani, of the
University of Hawaiʻi at the Hilo campus, serves as the major source for Hawaiian
medium teacher certification and the College’s Hale Kuamoʻo Hawaiian Language
Center develops Hawaiian medium curriculum resources for use in schools. The
Hawaiian Language College offers a Bachelor’s degree in Hawaiian language as
well as Master’s degrees in Hawaiian language and the state’s first Doctorate
degree for the Revitalization of Hawaiian and Indigenous Language and Culture.
These graduate degrees represent the first graduate degrees to be offered in the
USA for any Indigenous language. So as Hawaiʻi now witnesses the death of its
very last native speakers and the success of its Hawaiian immersion and Hawaiian
medium P-12 programs, it is imperative that the College of Hawaiian Language
continues to generate highly fluent second language speakers of Hawaiian focused
on Hawaiian medium tertiary education.
Since the establishment of the ʻAha Pūnana Leo in 1983 for Hawaiʻi’s first
Hawaiian language-medium Pūnana Leo preschools, thirty-six years of advance-
ment in Hawaiian language-medium preschool to twelfth grade education into the
public school system has resulted in unprecedented outcomes for Hawaiʻi.
A standard of 100 percent high school graduation and 80 percent college entry
rate for Hawaiian medium education students has been attained. These positive
outcomes have uplifted the confidence and pride of a colonized minority Native
population and have instilled achievable goals for the survival of the Hawaiian
language and culture in its own homeland. Perhaps more significant has been the
24 Hawaiʻi is a state of the USA. It was annexed by the USA as a territory in 1898, then officially
admitted as state in 1959.
25 Nāwahīokalaniʻōpuʻu is one of the College of Hawaiian Language's laboratory P-12 Hawaiian
Medium schools. Please visit: www.nawahi.org.
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creation of highly fluent second language speaking parents who are now raising the
new generation of Hawaiian first language speakers from the home. This sets the
stage for further developments in formal Hawaiian-medium education that will
continue to reach into the economic, social, legal, and political structures of society
to regain the Hawaiian language and cultural identity’s rightful place in its own
Native land while moving into the wider world.
FURTHER READING
ʻAha Pūnana Leo preschool language nest movement, www.ahapunanaleo.org/.




15.2 Kristang Language Revitalization in Singapore under the
Kodrah Kristang Initiative, 2016–Present
Kristang is an endangered Portuguese creole, once spoken in various forms across
Southeast Asia from the seventeenth century. Today, it is spoken mostly by older
speakers in Melaka, Malaysia, where the language arose after the Portuguese
conquest of the city in 1511, and Singapore, whose Kristang community (today
known as Portuguese-Eurasians) developed in the early nineteenth century
following the establishment of a British trading outpost in 1819. The dominance
of the English language in colonial and then independent Singapore, together with
the perception of Kristang as ‘patois Portuguese’, ensured that by the late twentieth
century, knowledge of the language’s very existence in Singapore was almost
forgotten, even by younger Portuguese-Eurasians. Intergenerational transmission
most likely ceased by the late 1960s, and the language is not taught in schools, or
used in media or publications. As a result, it was estimated that, in 2015, less than
100 speakers of Kristang remained in Singapore.
Kodrah Kristang (‘Awaken, Kristang’) is a youth-led grassroots revitalization
movement that started in March 2016 with a free pilot class for adult learners in
Kristang following a year of documentation in Singapore. This first class was a
collaboration between an older speaker involved in documentation who wanted
the language preserved, and a younger Kristang learner who led the documenta-
tion effort. Successive rounds of this class were then developed into a full
structured 160-hour curriculum based on Communicative Language Teaching
and Task-Based Language Teaching principles (for more details see below).
A thirty-year revitalization plan for the language, developed in 2016 at the
Institute on Collaborative Language Research (CoLang) at the University
of Alaska Fairbanks, also informed the development of the curriculum. This
plan is divided into five phases: Prendeh (‘Learning’: 2016–2017), Abrasah
(‘Embracing’: 2017–2018), Alkansah (‘Achieving’: 2018–2021), Kriseh
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(‘Increasing’: 2021–2035), and Subih (‘Elevating’: 2035–2045). Ultimately, the
plan seeks to redevelop space for Kristang in the Singaporean home, whether
Portuguese-Eurasian or otherwise, and invite, encourage, and sustain community
ownership in the revitalization of the language.
The Kodrah Kristang initiative focuses on outreach and collaboration, building a
broad base of contacts while maintaining a strong focus on attracting young people
and ensuring that the effort is grassroots/community-oriented and low-cost.
Kodrah’s youth-led core team is multiethnic, with only two out of five of the
present team being of Portuguese-Eurasian descent. Classes are open to anyone of
any ethnicity, not just Portuguese-Eurasians. This is due to the initiative’s urban
context, the small size of the Portuguese-Eurasian community (about 0.4 percent of
the population, or 16,000 individuals), and strong sensitivities in Singaporean
society and the Singapore Eurasian community about language and race. The core
team continues to work with remaining Kristang speakers to deliver lessons, with a
(younger) core team member leading classes from the front and one or more
Kristang speakers usually present among the students to provide feedback and
support. Lessons are structured almost entirely around games and interactive
activities to facilitate the growth of a new Kristang-speaking community founded
on strong interpersonal relationships.
All classes and class-related materials are free, as the initiative has cultivated a
system of reusable long-term capital and strong relationships with venue partners to
reduce financial barriers to long-term sustainability. Broadly speaking, most class
activities make use of common household items and games (e.g. poker cards, dice,
rough paper) that cost little and can be reused as long-term capital. Slides are
uploaded online so printing is left to the individual learner’s discretion. The team
makes use of a small amount of funds accumulated from the Kristang Language
Festival in 2017 (see below) and sales of Kristang dictionaries and games fund the
printing of some worksheets and purchasing of long-term capital such as dice and
cards. Meanwhile the current Core Team are all registered People’s Association
(PA) trainers in Singapore, which allows them to run classes at any community
center in Singapore for a very minimal fee.
As of May 2019, about 280 individuals, including 15 children of various ages,
have completed the entry-level Kodrah 1A course and the associated ALKAS
assessment, a diagnostic tool developed to determine learners’ progress after two
modules. Thirty students from the pioneer group in July 2016 completed the first
round of highest-level 4A and 4B courses in November 2018. Meanwhile wider
public outreach has been extensive, with the initiative nominated for the prestigious
Singapore President’s Volunteer and Philanthropy Award in 2017 and 2018, for
demonstrating Kampong Spirit. Other initiatives include a pilot children’s class in
July 2017 and the successful launch of the first Kristang Language Festival, held in
May 2017 and attended by over 1,400 individuals. A number of Kodrah students
have independently initiated projects of their own featuring Kristang, including a
film (Nina Boboi), a graphic novel (Boka di Stori), a children’s book series, and a
Massive Multiplayer Online Roleplaying Game (MMORPG). These are not part of
the revitalization plan but have seen significant support from both the Eurasian
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community and wider Singaporean society; Nina Boboi featured on the online
streaming service Toggle and the graphic novel Boka di Stori was funded by a
Yale-NUS Futures of Our Pasts grant.
Tymoteusz Król
15.3 Teaching and Learning of Wymysiöeryś
As a child I was obsessed with thinking about what would happen if the native
speakers of my language died out. When I was ten, the youngest of them were over
seventy years old, so I realized that it would unfortunately come fast. Then I would
be alone in Wilamowice as if in a fremd (foreign) place.
I knew that the only way to change this situation was to teach my friends. At that
time, they would rather tease me than show an interest in learning Wymysiöeryś.
As I was thinking about how to deal with it, I discovered that lessons in
Wymysiöeryś were to be organized at the school, led by an old Vilamovian –
Józef Gara fum Tołer. He taught a few children, but unfortunately, because of his
age (he was about eighty), he could not do it for long. Then, after two years, the
lessons stopped. It was the year 2006. I thought that may be the time spent teaching
children, who do not learn much, could be better spent recording the last living
native speakers and undertaking language documentation.
Then, in 2011, I decided to start teaching the language. I thought about focusing
on documentation, but I realized that I did not want to feel guilty that I kept the new
generation of speakers from knowing the old native speakers. The first group were
children from the Dance Group ‘Wilamowice’, then came their friends and I had to
organize a couple of groups at different levels. They did their homework with the
Wymysiöeryś native speakers: they helped them with housework while speaking
Wymysiöeryś together. The old people are often alone, so they were very happy to
have guests who were young and interested in their language and in their life
stories.
There were years when I had about twelve groups and I taught about twenty-
four hours per week. In 2011 I was eighteen, so my workload included prepar-
ation for the secondary school exit exams and then university, where I also had
many exams. My parents did not like that I would spend more time teaching than
learning and I failed my university exams twice. For them and for some friends of
mine it was a big tragedy and they could not understand why I kept teaching
children and teens who would sometimes stop learning or not treat me well: what
if nobody wanted to continue? But I knew that it was the price and the risk that
we as Indigenous people take every day. That was not the only decision that
I took in 2011. I was thinking every day that while there were many children here
who stopped learning, there were also many academics who abandoned their
activities in Wilamowice, because they felt dissatisfied with their effectiveness.
For example, some people wanted to start projects, but then they realized that
their work would remain unknown, or that there are too few native speakers, or
that young people do not speak in the same way as before World War II, or that
this town is too small for them and they cannot spend a couple of months here
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because of the lack of entertainment. So why should I believe more in scholars
than in my pupils?
There were many moments when I was in doubt, but now, I see my students
writing poems and songs, playing in theatrical performances in Wymysiöeryś,
teaching other children, speaking Wymysiöeryś with each other, using it on
Facebook and creating websites about Wymysiöeryś. I can confirm for people
who are thinking about taking a similar decision, that I do not regret it. I remember
all the moments of doubt, but I know that this is the price that we, as locals, have to
pay and nobody can do it for us. We are grateful for help from the universities in
Warsaw and Poznan in preparing teaching materials and negotiating with local
authorities, but organizing things on an everyday basis, teaching and as looking for
new students, are all up to us.
Ołena Duc-Fajfer (translated by Joanna Maryniak)
15.4 Immersive Łemko Ethnophilology
Łemko ethnophilology was a degree course at the Pedagogical University of
Kraków between 2001 and 2017. This program was needed because the Lemko
training had been available only at the level of primary and high school and there
was not space to prepare Łemko teachers and Łemko intelligentsia. It was closed
because of standardized majority criteria for university programs: The university
authorities decided there were not enough participants, whereas the recruitment
rules were not adjusted to the specific situation of an ethnic minority. It was
the only higher education course in Poland designed to prepare students for using
the Łemko language in the public spaces and domains where minority languages
are used in Poland, i.e. teaching, journalism, cultural animation, social
work, research.
Students learned through common creative activities. During group and individ-
ual work they created texts in Łemko. These are published in a special section of
Łemko newspapers and include book reviews as well as reports about Łemko
events. The students participated not only in classes but also in journalism and
music workshops. They also took part in linguistic and cultural practices in various
places where Łemkos live and learn. This means that the development of their
Łemko training was also shaped by the local socio-political and cultural life of this
minority community. Students also had teaching practice in schools where Łemko
is taught and during summer camps for Łemko youth. The most important part of
these activities was the emphasis on their social meaning and social utility. The
positive, family-like emotions they felt while learning creatively in Łemko-
language situations reinforced their language awareness and learning.
A very important achievement of this program was the originality of the teaching
method, which meets the needs of members of minority language communities and
cultures. The main feature of this method was full immersion from the very start. It
was possible because the lecturers were native users of Łemko who uphold Łemko
customs in their private and social lives. Those students who were brought up
knowing the Łemko language and culture provided important support for new
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speakers. Their innate knowledge of the domains of language and culture had
positive impact on all the students – including those who had never had any contact
with Łemko before. Working in such a diverse group of people is most effective as
it shapes immersion dynamically and creates a special communicative and emo-
tional sensitivity. If there are no native speakers in the group (and it happens),
contact with the broadest possible range of students and Łemko youth is needed.
This should happen in an environment where cultural and linguistic patterns of
behavior are continued. Such emerging relationships among students bring about
good results in the domains of information and emotion (and this is a priority when
it comes to minority languages) as they motivate learning through approval – like
in family relations. Students who aren’t Łemkos are symbolically introduced into
the family as they obtain their Łemko names and acquire the community language.
This makes them feel special but also creates an obligation for them with regard to
the language and its transmission. Students who are native speakers of Łemko are
put in the position of teachers and supervisors. They also become aware of the
mechanisms how the language is passed down in family environment along a
number of contexts of its use and what is special about it. All this helps them have
the confidence to use it in public spaces. The alumni of the Łemko ethnophilology
course are among the most engaged revitalizers of the Łemko language and
traditions (Figure 15.4.1).
Figure 15.4.1 A presentation of Łemko books by Olena Duc-Fajfer, the
founder of the Łemko philology, and Petro Murianka, a Łemko poet, writer,
and teacher. Photo by Jarosław Mazur
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Janne Underriner
15.5 Culture Place-Based Language Basketry Curriculum at the
Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde Community
Place-based learning has emerged in Indigenous communities as a promising
approach for language learning, revitalization, and maintenance. Place-based edu-
cation has links to communicative and culturally based approaches. With commu-
nity at the center, students learn about core values, culture, their homelands, their
people’s history, and current tribal affairs as they learn their language. Students
become connected to what is essential to their tribal community and to the ways of
their ancestors. It also links students with members of their larger, not just tribal,
community who contribute to its diverseness, and in so doing it opens students’
awareness to elders, leaders, mentors, and peers they might not have encountered
in a more teacher-centered classroom learning experience. ‘Diverseness’ means
that students learn about people in their community; they learn about jobs and what
people do; they learn about their government and the departments in their govern-
ment. Students drive learning as much as teachers.
Place-based education supports recommendations of Indigenous educators for
Indigenous students. Place-based education meets the call for the integration of the
local and the inclusion of cultural knowledge in teaching, as well as increased
involvement by the community. Incorporating culture into learning affords the
opportunity for students to participate in traditional practices of the community
today, linking the past to the present. In addition, culture place-based language
learning builds identity and connection to surroundings. By design, it is collabora-
tive and cultivates relationship building. It is experiential and so nurtures learners’
curiosity, builds cooperation among students, and strengthens problem-
solving abilities.
A culture place-based learning approach positions curriculum and lessons in
local events and places, and acknowledges that learning happens not only in
formal educational settings but also outside of school in families and
communities. This reinforces connections to one’s home, family, community,
and world. Included components can be the cultural, historical, social, reli-
gious, and/or economic relevance of specific locations or regions.26
Culture place-based learning supports communicative language use as students
work together on projects to investigate and understand the world at large. Here,
for example, they use learned skills to make observations, collect data, and
interview community members to carry out a group learning task. At the end of
a project they disseminate the result in presentations at school and to community
groups. Cooperation and communication are essential throughout the process,
and team members learn to respect each other’s views and contributions.
26 G. Smith, ‘Place-based education: Learning to be where we are’, Phi Delta Kappan 83 (2002),
584–94; D. Gruenewald, ‘Foundations of place: A Multidisciplinary framework for place-
conscious education’, American Educational Research Journal 40 (2003), 619–54.
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Since 2000, I have been a member of the curriculum team at the Confederated
Tribes of the Grand Ronde Community (CTGR) in Grand Ronde, Oregon in the
United States. We have been writing culture place-based curriculum for their
preschool, elementary, and high-school Chinuk Wawa immersion classroom where
students three to ten and thirteen to seventeen years of age receive instruction. Our
goal has been to create lessons that will promote learning, foster curiosity, and
develop the connection to community. And they must be written and taught in
ways that inspire learners to want to learn more.
Initially, a curriculum team (teachers, elders, curriculum writers, linguists,
science, language arts teachers, community cultural specialists, parents) brain-
storms ideas, and develops a topical curriculum web that provides interrelated
themes, language needed, the sequence of what will be taught, and accompanying
materials and resources (people as well as objects). Throughout, culture place-
based objectives are incorporated into academic standards that meet school district
requirements.
In developing culture place-based curriculum, we begin with:
(1) Curricular topic idea that comes from teachers, students, a member of the
community, and parents, for example, ‘basketry’. From a topic,
(2) thematic units are determined and created; one could be material resources
for basket-making: cedar basketry, hazel basketry, juncus basketry (plant
resources). Or a unit could center on basket types (function) – for root digging,
storage, holding water, for cooking. Another unit can center on basketry
patterns. After units are determined we develop
(3) Lessons and materials
Here are some other topic examples:
 traditional lifeways (basketry, canoe making, digging roots) – each of these can
be its own topic as seen above with basketry
 animals (beaver, elk, deer, condor)
 elders past and present
 storytellers
 roots (celery, camas)
 fish (salmon)




 water and forest management
 health
An example of a place-based curriculum is the project Basketry: Place,
Community, and Voices, a multidisciplinary, year-long unit. The project emerged
from parent‒community Chinuk Wawa language curriculum meetings. For
decades, adult basketry-making classes/workshops have occurred year-round in
Grand Ronde. Now parents wanted their children to learn about basket-making and
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initiated that classes be taught in the schools. Specifically parents and teachers
wanted students to:
 understand that baskets are an important part of Grand Ronde culture
 know that juncus and hazel are used in creating traditional baskets
 identify different weaving materials in situ and in class
 be able to talk about weaving processes in both Chinuk Wawa and English
 weave different types of baskets with these materials.
Curricula meet Oregon State standards in math, science, social studies, history,
art, and literary arts. Some examples of preschool – fifth-grade lessons include:
(1) Math – counting weavers; Geometric basket designs; Estimation; Even and
odd numbers.
(2) Social Studies and History – Use of baskets and basket weavers past and
present; Influence of outside communities.
(3) Stories and Literature – Hattie Hudson – a story of a past elder basket weaver.
(4) We Go Gather – a story about giving back to nature when taking from it.
(5) Science – Where, when, and how to harvest; Charring sticks for bark removal;
Best management practices for guaranteeing future harvests; Processing mater-
ials; Qualities of good basketry materials; Experimenting with materials.
In workshops, specific basketry skills are targeted, so a year’s curriculum can be
taught in four or five intensive workshops. In schools, the curriculum is year-long
and follows the seasons and time of year when gathering, processing, and weaving
are carried out traditionally. For example, hazel is collected in the spring when sap
is running throughout the plant. This is climate dependent, so one year it could
occur in March, another year could be earlier or later. Learners travel to areas in
their community on the Reservation to gather it. They begin weaving in the late
spring and summer (also in the fall and winter) after hazel sticks have been
prepared. In the summer and early fall, they use hazel baskets to gather berries,
and in the early spring in digging roots. Winter lessons include learning basketry
stories as traditional stories are told after the first freeze, learning gathering and
digging songs and prayers, and learning basketry patterns. Each season learners are
taught how to identify hazel in its environment, and how to care for it.
In developing curricular products, we considered those that would benefit the
school and the community in general. Thus materials that resulted from the project
serve various learner groups. Materials were made by students, parent and family
members, basket weavers in the community, teachers, and the curriculum team and
include: a multidisciplinary, twenty lesson year-long unit on hazel and juncus
basketry of the Grand Ronde people; story, material processing, and pictorial
books; and workshop videos.
Summing up, we find that culture place-based curriculum engages youth and
children in learning their language in culturally appropriate ways. It builds
relationships among mentors and youth, and supports older children to be role
models for younger children. We experienced first-hand that a strength of culture
place-based curriculum is that it is collaborative and local. It supports the
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understanding of plant materials, and traditional uses and practices of basketry.
This aids in developing better natural resource management practices on tribal,
private, and national forest lands. The curriculum informs learners about the
health of the environment and land.
We see that learners, young and older, from traditional and nontraditional
homes, are more willing to participate in community events at their tribal gym,
longhouse/plankhouse (places where ceremony is practiced), and on reservation
land (gathering natural resources for weaving, for example) because the curriculum
familiarizes learners with traditional and community practices – learning holds at
its center the values and traditions (past and present) of its elders, families, learners,
and community members. In this way culture place-based learning offers an
opportunity for community centered learning that promotes learners’ well-being.
Pigga Keskitalo
15.6 Sámi School Education and Cultural Environmentally
Based Curriculum
In 1997, a separate Sámi School was established in Norway. It follows the
principles of the Sámi curriculum in the district area of the Sámi language,
emphasizing the importance of bilingualism and the improvement of the status of
this Indigenous language after it became officially recognized in the Sámi adminis-
trative district in 1990.
Ideally, teaching should be sensitive to the cultural values of the surrounding
community. The Sámi curriculum has been developed by working groups includ-
ing Sámi representatives. This model is based on cultural sensitivity and
multilingualism.
Culturally sensitive teaching goals are fulfilled when Sámi education is
grounded in Sámi conceptions of place, time, and knowledge (as discussed in
Case Study 7 in this chapter). In Sámi culture, the concept of space is circular.
Time is sun-centered and bound to observing nature. As a result, teaching takes
into account the Sámi understanding of time by organizing classes in a more
flexible way and giving up the forty-five-minute scheduling typical for school
culture. In addition, the eight Sámi seasons are respected by considering the
livelihoods and seasonal work of the Sámi. Traditional local knowledge and
linguistic concepts are also included in the learning process.
Learning centered around Sámi values guides students and helps them to
understand the social connections of community, their surroundings and nature.
Teaching also has to include learning about flora and fauna and should reveal the
strong connections between people and nature. Sámi traditional knowledge is
derived directly from the environment where people live: concrete working situ-
ations and cottages, lean-to shelters, and campfires function as venues for a type of
scientific seminar, as discussions are held there and traditional knowledge spreads.
Culture-based learning is achieved through storytelling, conversations, and direct
participation in these activities, as well as recalled memories and experiences.
When applied in the school context, it means that knowledge is a shared
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experience, which has at its foundation an ecological approach. Thus, education
connects to every area of Sámi life, and promotes pupils’ well-being and their links
to the environment and land. Building on the school educational context, commu-
nity members, parents, and elders also help children to recognize and incorporate
traditional upbringing practices and working methods (Figure 15.6.1).
Parents and pupils need to be at the center of learning. The starting point in
developing a curriculum involves organizing practical ‘idea circles’ for parents and
pupils to discuss what they expect, what they dream of, and what their values are.
To make sure that interaction and cooperation between pupils and parents works
well, teachers need to set aside their role as an authority of school knowledge. It is
also important to incorporate meaningful rituals into the curriculum. For example,
you can reflect on how you start your teaching in the morning, maybe including
morning circles and storytelling, and other kinds of culturally meaningful rituals to
engage students each day. Employing traditional storytelling will support content
learning and increase students’ engagement in the learning process. You can also
start your day by singing traditional music and songs, luohti, reading stories from
books, and also presenting stories orally. Then the day can continue with tasks that
pupils themselves plan, based on the week’s goals. According to the Sámi values,
learning should include working outside as well as inside, with physical activities
that are connected to the day’s learning goals.
Phenomenon-based curricular units can be organized around stories, for
example, a chapter dealing with reindeer herding can include a story on drying
Figure 15.6.1 A girl in a gákti (traditional Sámi dress). Photo by Ibbá
Lauhamaa
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meat in a lávvu (see Figure 15.6.2). We can also talk about drying fish or elk
meat or smoking fish or meat. Students will learn traditional knowledge and
Sámi values both through stories and more academic learning. For example,
units can include:
 Stories and language arts – students learn traditional stories and create their own
storybooks. Digital education materials can be included.
 Science – simple chemistry that is connected to traditional knowledge
– What happens to meat when it is dried?
– Does it weigh more or less when it dries?
– Does the color change?
– How is it dried?
– How and why is it stored?
– When is it eaten?
 Ecology and natural resources
– Taking care of the environment
– Taking care of reindeer
– Sustainable development
 Art and Music
– Sámi traditional handicrafts
– Traditional music
– Documenting the drying of reindeer meat through pictures, photos, and
digitally (blogs, social media)
Figure 15.6.2 Reindeer meat will be smoked in a lávvu (lean-to-shelter).
Photo by Pigga Keskitalo
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 Social Studies and History
– History and present-day practices of reindeer herding
 Food and cooking
– Traditional knowledge about drying reindeer meat
– Interviewing traditional knowledge holders
– Cooking traditional food and serving it to the community.
Where an endangered language is no longer being passed on in the family,
activities focused on language learning should take the cultural contexts into
account. Language learning should take an approach that integrates both content
and language. Integrating content into language learning will support children
without high levels of proficiency in the target language, providing them with
concrete stimuli and practical situations that help them understand both the con-
cepts and language.
Micah Swimmer
15.7 ‘Use It, Don’t Lose It’
ᎲᏗᏍᎨᏍᏗ ᏤᏍᏗ, ᏣᏲᎱᏎᎸᎯ
In 2001–2003, I was an Intern at the Cherokee Immersion program inside a daycare on
the Qualla Boundary in Cherokee North Carolina. It was there that I first learned the
importance of immersion. I was placed in a classroom with three fluent speakers and
seven babies around one to two years of age. My most fond recollection was running
out ahead of the class on their group walks to let everyone in our path know that
‘we’ve got immersion babies coming, please speak only Cherokee to them, don’t use
English’. To us, English was like a sickness that we didn’t want to expose our babies
to. It was our effort to give them an environment of Cherokee Language and Culture
only, and it was working.
Somewhere along the way of adding more classrooms, we began to stretch our
speakers out too thin in order to accommodate the vast amount of interest the
community had for wanting their children to be able to speak Cherokee. As years
went on, the Immersion Academy administration, as well as the parents of the
students, became concerned for their children’s inability to read English on the
child’s grade level. This was the beginning of when English took over.
I can recall a pivotal moment that happened in 2014 as I was the Early Childhood
Supervisor. When supervising the three-year-old room, I overheard the children
saying things like, ‘Come down here and fight me’, ‘Oh no I fell off the cliff’, and
‘Hurry up or the dinosaur is going to eat you’. Simple sentences but in English.
I started writing downwhat they were saying, and they were things that I didn’t know
how to say in Cherokee. After a page and a half, I asked the second language learner
teacher, who has been there for ten years if she could translate all these into Cherokee.
After she read through it, she handed the paper back to me and said a few. It was then
that I realized we needed to teach our teachers. We can’t teach what we don’t know.
I started an adult program like the one our brothers and sisters from Cherokee
Nation of Oklahoma had. It was geared toward my early childhood staff, but failed
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because of the teachers not having enough time to work in their classrooms and
spend enough time to learn the language.
In July 2018, I took on our first cohort of adult-language learners. We started
out with something I call ‘Interview, Lexicon and Pre-test (ILP)’. The first day we
gave the learners an interview or ‘hot-seat’ if you will. The learners would come
in one at a time and sit in front of myself and the (7) speakers, where we would
ask them random questions such as ‘What is your name’, ‘Where do you live’,
‘Where did you grow up,’ ‘How old are you’, ‘Do you have any kids’, ‘Who are
your parents,’ ‘What is your clan’, etc. This was done to give us a baseline of
where each learner was at with their language skills. Some learners were able to
answer a few of the questions, and some were unable to answer even one. Every
four to six months we would reinterview them, and they would show tremendous
improvement. By the end of the first year they were all able to answer every
single one of those same questions without hesitation.
Once the interviews were complete, I had each learner create a lexicon. They
were asked to write down every word and phrase that they knew how to say in the
Cherokee language. I believe that we as second language learners know how much
we know and that we could effectively display what we know in the lexicon. Just
like the interviews, after around four to six months the learners would add new
words and phrases that they had learned to their lexicons. The new words and
phrases were entered under a separate color so that we could see the growth that
they had made.
Finally, a pretest was given. The test content was randomly selected lessons that
we would eventually cover in the future. I would also administer the same test after
the first year of learning in the program, and again at the end of the second year of
the program.
Our classes would focus on our speakers, and our elders, and the great know-
ledge they have about the way our ancestors might have done things many years
ago. For example, this past year we planted a garden. We got to harvest our flour
corn, our beans, and our squash that we had grown all while still focusing on and
using the language. I believe that hands-on learning is the best way to learn a
language. We were able to take our classroom outside of the traditional classroom
setting, but still making sure we would be able to stay in the language while taking
trips outside. Our trips consisted of learning traditional medicines, wild foods, and
stories from long ago. We would practice in the classroom before going out and
doing it. We practiced on our pronunciations, the words we could use, and the
techniques for proper planting or harvesting.
My experience with teaching adults has been amazing and rewarding. To see
people come in and know nothing of the language, go to being able to have basic
conversations in the language, and some even going back out into the community
to teach some classes has made it all worthwhile. Creating more teachers and
creating more speakers is what keeps our fire burning. Each year we will have a
new cohort and each year from here on out we will be graduating students who can
teach what they’ve learned and most importantly, we’re adding another language
speaker into our community. They’re not fluent by any means, but they are not
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afraid to use what they know and learn as they grow. I am extremely proud of our
group and their drive to learn our language. I will leave you with this. Language
and culture doesn’t care about color or creed. Language and culture cares about
who loves it and will take the time to learn it.
Aleksandra Bergier, Kim Anderson, and Rene Meshake
15.8 We Stand Strong in Our Knowledge: Learning
Anishinaabemowin One Word Bundle at a Time
During the time when residential schools operated in Canada, the ancestral lan-
guages were beaten out of Indigenous children and speakers were shamed for using
their mother tongues. Today, many Indigenous people feel embarrassed and
dispossessed because they did not learn their language or because they don’t speak
it perfectly. In spring 2018, our group of scholars and community practitioners set
out to jumpstart Anishinaabemowin language revitalization at the University of
Guelph – an institution, which at the time had practically no Indigenous language
activity. We called our project ‘We stand strong in our knowledge’ because we
wanted to offer the campus community members (both Indigenous and non-
Indigenous) opportunities to develop personal ‘language bundles’ – a collection
of Anishinaabemowin words built around their own knowledge, identities, and
stories. We also wanted to create spaces where the language learners could feel a
sense of safety and belonging.
Our university is situated on the treaty lands and the territory of the Mississaugas
of the Credit whose language is Anishinaabemowin. It is also located on a Dish
with One Spoon territory that honors the agreement between the Anishinaabe, the
Mississaugas, and the Haudenosaunee to share and protect this land. Yet, the
buildings on our campus are named after educational philanthropists, university
deans, and presidents with no reference to the Indigenous people who have been
the stewards of this place for countless generations. And so, we decide to start our
revitalization activities with a symbolic act of renaming several university
buildings. In a unique walk around campus our group of students, faculty and staff
members explored the names of familiar spaces with the help of an Anishinaabe
language keeper Rene Meshake. Rene, who likes to call himself a funky Elder, has
been working with Anishinaabemowin concepts most of his life, unpacking their
meaning morpheme by morpheme through storytelling and art.
We start our walk at the University Centre – the main hub on campus with access
to the food court, study spaces, and administration offices. The participants tell
stories about vibrant community events, the feeling of excitement, and constant
movement they associate with this place. Rene names it Odena (the heart lodge).
He compares the youth arriving at the University Centre to new blood coming into
the heart.
We then visit the science complex where students have their biology, physics,
and chemistry labs. They talk about a sense of accomplishment and the joy that
comes from learning about the diversity of life forms. Rene gifts us with another
word – Mino bimaadiziwin (good life). He explains that Bimaadiz means ‘full of
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life, spirit, and soul’ and that’s exactly how we feel standing in the middle of a
beautiful atrium filled with warm spring light.
We repeat the same activity in other places on campus and each time a new word
bundle emerges, followed by stories and life lessons generously shared by Rene.
Kino’amadiwigamig (a place of giving directions) describes the helpers’ room at
the library where students support their peers in becoming better writers and
communicators. As we enter the next building, often used for exams, the partici-
pants share stories of anxiety, but also of relief and newly built courage. Rene
reciprocates with stories about times of great struggle in his personal life. We then
decide on a name – Godjiewisiwin (a place of trial/testing).
The concept of Nanda wendjige (seeking sustenance from the earth) comes up
when we visit a building with small classrooms where students typically use
hallways to brainstorm and work on collective projects. This place makes us reflect
on the ability to be creative and make use of the limited space and resources one
has available. Rene connects this contemporary learning context with traditional
land use, trapping, and hunting skills he learned back in his home territory. These
activities honored the earth as people took only what was needed for their
communities.
In a similar way, we only take away from this activity that which resonates with
us. We finish our walk amazed at the abundance of stories captured by the word
bundles and we feel enriched by the opportunity to look at our everyday experi-
ences through the lens of Indigenous knowledge. We might not be speakers of
Anishinaabemowin (yet), but we can weave the new words into the fabrics of our
lives with gratitude for the meaningful relationships we created with each other and
with the place where we work and learn.
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